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Basic requirements to sensor and controlling tracts of mechatronic systems with the remote organization of object control processes have been considered in the paper. A rational approach presupposes designing of the mentioned systems as multi-channel technical complexes intended for parallel or quasi-parallel force-moment control of outlet mechanical links (motion modules) by multiple coordinates of the required phase space. It has been shown that the use of digitizing principles and distributed data procession in mechatronic systems makes it possible to pass to the unified structure and typical set of software and hardware functions of the aforesaid tracts.

The paper gives consideration to a structural and functional scheme of the mechatronic system which contains an intellectual sensor device, a controlling center and an intellectual executive mechanism. The tasks that are linked with organization of preliminary information procession and construction of the systematic interface for transfer of telemetric transactions between controlled objects and the control center have been specified in the paper. Solution of a functionally full set of logically completed tasks is imposed to software and hardware tracts of the mechatronic system which is based on the above-mentioned principles.
The paper presents preliminary distribution of functions according to the system resources that is between an intellectual sensor unit, a control center and an intellectual executive mechanism. One of the most important features is an informational compatibility of the system components which is achieved owing to the use of unified transactions. The noise immune data coding expands useful informational transaction volume to some actual volume. It has been shown that construction of tract transfer and transaction reception in the intellectual mechatronic system on the basis of radio channels is considered as the most complicated technical solution.
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Combination of radio electronic equipment, algorithms of digital procession of information and software makes it possible to create multifunctional mechatronic systems having a high level of combination of fulfilled functions. A rational approach includes design of the said systems as multichannel technical complexes intended for parallel or quasi-parallel force-moment control of outlet mechanical links (motion modules) by multiple coordinates of the required phase space [1, 2]. Within the frameworks of this approach basic requirements have been analyzed to sensor and controlling tracts of mechatronic systems with remote organization of transactions. A structural and functional scheme of the mechatronic system has been considered, which contains an intellectual sensor device, a controlling center and an intellectual executive mechanism. The full functional set of tasks has been provided to be resolved with the aid of hardware and software of the intellectual mechatronic system.

**Structural unification of intellectual mechatronic systems having the remote organization of transactions.** At preliminary stages of designing the mechatronic systems a basic set of certain structural and functional requirements is formed. In accordance with technical standard and legal acts in the field of technical regulation these requirements specify the following aspects of systems construction:
composition and types of control objects;
• quantity of control coordinates in the phase space and the required laws (types of trajectories) of motion modules travel;
• speed and precision features of processes of changing the location of working bodies;
• allowed parameters of control persistence;
• remoteness of objects from the controlling center, types, supposed quantity and specifications of channels of exchange between telemetry and telematics transactions;
• radio interface for transmission of transactions between controlled objects and the controlling center for provision of their remote interaction and required probability and time rates;
• parameters of the expected mechanical, climatic, electromagnetic and other destabilizing impacts of the functioning environment onto components of systems and methods of provision of functional control of components;
• necessity of system protection from non-sanctioned access to its resources, from falsifications and information obstruction.

In practice, a wide spectrum of heterogeneous requirements can rather hardly be satisfied in case of a “concatenated” approach to design of systems, when “appropriate” components are selected and they are mutually linked at the place of application in accordance with the preset requirements. Presently, this approach prevails during construction of complex mechatronic systems. However, the seeming economy and natural character of the synthesis process of a specific system mostly lead to conservatism of relations in its structure, and this is accompanied with essential technical complications along with possible modification of the system itself and its individual components. It should also be pointed out that in this case when the mechatronic system is created, extra problems are caused by its functioning reorganization.

An alternative approach includes design of mechatronic systems as the single whole on the principles of digitizing and distributed data procession. These principles have been known for a rather long period, but they have acquired a new technical sounding due to development of relatively cheap highly productive microprocessors in mass production and elaboration of practical applications of the theory of digital procession of signals [3–5]. Presently, objective technical, algorithmic and economical conditions exist for transition to the unified structure and a typical set of hardware and software functions of mechatronic systems. A possible structure option of the intellectual mechatronic system of the aforesaid type is shown in fig. 1.

Control processes in the structure under consideration are directed for provision of the required laws of travel of the output motion module (OMM). The control center (CC) includes a processor (Prc) which is intended for consolidated procession and accumulation of the systematic information, solution of preset functional tasks and elaboration of controlling impacts, fulfillment of control procedures for components, as well as, if necessary, for keeping and archiving the functioning protocols. Besides, a transmitting block (TsB) is included to the control center for output of control transactions and a reception block (RcB) for input of telemetric transactions. Additionally, the control center may include an operator’s console and a visualization data block.

Remote multiparameter control of the motion module is implemented with the aid of control transactions and the intellectual executive mechanism (IEM). The executive mechanism provides transformation of transactions with digital control vectors to analog, discrete and impulse signals of the required axis motion or to changes of the motion module state in the phase space. The executive mechanism includes a reception block, a processor, digital-to-analog, digital-discrete, digital-impulse converters (DAC, DDC, DIC, respectively) and a block of power converters (BPC). In this case the processor provides digital implementation of convolutions of the control vector digital signals and
impulse specifications corresponding to the required transfer functions which determine the motion module control dynamics. So, purposive movement of the aforesaid module is provided in the system along with control of its position and state with the aid of the feedback tract.

Remote multiparameter control of the current position and the state of the output motion module state in the feedback tract is carried out with the aid of telemetric transactions and an intellectual sensor unit (ISU). This unit implements processes of preliminary digital procession of signals, which define the current position and the state of the motion module, as well as their conversion to the control vector which is accompanied with a time sign. A block of primary sensor converters (sensors) (BPSC) is introduced to the sensor unit, as well as analog-to-digital, discrete-digital and impulse-digital converters (ADC, DDC, IDC, respectively), a processor and a transmitting block.

With the aim of arranging the remote informational interaction wired channels, fiber-optic and radio channels are used, and being so, the best probabilistic and time specifications are obtained when two separate simplex channels are used. The use of one simplex wired or radio channel in the semi-duplex mode is allowed for control of inertial objects (based on application of channel separation in time and an access method with the carrying frequency control [5, 6]).

Transfer of main processes of signals procession and other information to software and their distribution by processors of the mechatronic system makes it possible to build a unified highly stable structure which acquires the properties of adaptation to changes of the output motion module and functioning modes, as well as possible modifications of types and functions of system components. Standardization of digital interconnection interfaces which at present is rather strictly observed by developers and manufacturers of radio-electronic equipment provides extra conditions for flexible functional system conversions along with preservation of its general structure. Such a standardization is achieved by means of selection of the required composition of the aforesaid converters, a block of sensitive components and respective modifications of “soft components” – the programs for digital procession of signals and data in processors.

**Distribution of a set of functions between components of the intellectual mechatronic system.** Solution of the functionally full set of logically completed tasks may be imposed on hardware and software of the mechatronic system tracts. The following plan of their preliminary distribution by resources of the system seems to be rational.

**Intellectual sensor unit:**
- digitization of analog, discrete and impulse signals formed by sensitive components by taking into account the a priori data on parameters of frequency spectra of signals;
- provision of linearization, positioning, calibration and metrological expertise of digital measuring converters;
- primary digital procession of signals, including digital filtration and required logical conversions;
- measuring information blocking along with its “binding” to numbers of measuring channels in a tract, formation of the controlling vector and its representation in the telemetric transaction format;
- formation of a transaction imitation protection code with the use of a confidential parameter for protection of the system from forgeries and information intrusion [7];
- noise-immune transaction coding depending on a priori data about statistical properties of radio channels (the use of cyclic codes, Golay or Reed-Solomon codes and others [8]);
- interleaving of transaction codes for protection from possible blocks (packs) of bit errors [8];
- transmission of telemetric transactions to the control center.

**Control center:**
- reception of telemetric transactions from the intellectual sensor unit to the control center and reverse interleaving of transaction codes;
- withdrawal of the noise-immune code and formal control of transaction correctness;
- formation of the transaction imitation protection code with the use of a confidential parameter and check of authenticity;
- sensor information unpacking along with allocation of numbers of channels, results of parameters control and time marks in the atomic view;
- notional information procession, its accumulation, if necessary – data visualization, generation of controlling impacts on the output motion module by phase space coordinates;
• controlling information binding along with its “binding” to control tract channels numbers, formation of the control vector and its representation in the telematics transaction format;

• formation of the transaction imitation protection code with the use of a confidential parameter for motion module protection from forgeries and information intrusion;

• noise-immune transaction coding and interleaving of transaction codes;

• transfer of transactions to the intellectual executive mechanism.

**Intellectual executive mechanism:**

• reception of telemetric transactions from the control center to the executive mechanism and reverse interleaving of transaction codes;

• withdrawal of the noise-immune code and formal control of transaction correctness;

• formation of the transaction imitation protection code with the use of a confidential parameter and check of authenticity;

• controlling information unpacking along with allocation of numbers of channels, controlling parameters and time marks in the atomic view;

• controlling information procession and its distribution by channels preset in a transaction;

• physical reproduction of analog, discrete and impulse signals and impact on the required accessories of the output motion module with the aid of corresponding power converters.

Tasks of the intellectual mechatronic system may be expanded due to introduction of software implemented adjustment functions and changes of system parameters, testing and periodic control in tabl. 1.
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**Logical structure of telemetric and telematic transactions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systematic identifier of telemetric (telematic) tract</th>
<th>Transaction type</th>
<th>Current transaction number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel number</td>
<td>Parameter type</td>
<td>Binary time code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary parameter code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel number</td>
<td>Parameter type</td>
<td>Binary time code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary parameter code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• • •</td>
<td>• • •</td>
<td>• • •</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation protecting code</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When 16-digit processors are used, identifying information representation in the service heading of the transaction may in principle be limited with three logical fields, and it may have the total length of 32 bits. In case of introduction of extra attributes, including the address fields for operation in the network mode, the heading may be expanded up to 64 bits. Usually, 32 bits are enough for location of the transaction imitating protection code. Representation of information about one parameter in a transaction can be provided with the aid of three logical fields having the total length of 48 bits. When the total useful informational volume of information is equal to \( n_{\text{inf}} = 1040 \) bits, the mechatronic system is capable of controlling by 20 coordinates of the phase space, what complies with the contemporary requirements [1, 2].

The noise-immune coding expands the useful informational volume of \( n_{\text{inf}} \) transaction to some actual volume \( n \). Block codes for correction of errors are usually shown as triplets \((n, k, d)\), wherein \( n \) is the actual volume of the code combination of a single block; \( k \) is the number of informational bits in the code combination of a block; \( d \) is the minimum Hamming distance between various code combinations. The repetition factor of errors \( t \) to be corrected by means of a code shall be determined by the ratio \((d - 1)/2\). In case of the speed of errors \( P_{\text{err}} \) in channels of transactions transmission and reception tracts selection of the noise-immune coding is the most important task of the systematic interface design.

In case of the symmetric channel model the following criterion ratio must be provided from each transaction block:

\[
(1 - P_{\text{err}})^n + C_n^1 P_{\text{err}}(1 - P_{\text{err}})^{n-1} + C_n^2 P_{\text{err}}^2(1 - P_{\text{err}})^{n-2} + \ldots + C_n^n P_{\text{err}}^n(1 - P_{\text{err}})^{n-n} > (P_{\text{auth}})^{1/3(\ln 2)},
\]

wherein \( P_{\text{auth}} \) is the required authenticity of transfer of telemetric and telematic transactions (usually at the level of 0.990–0.999); \( R_{\text{th}} = S_{\text{th}}(n_{\text{inf}}/k) \) – quantity of informational blocks with the account of noise-immune coding as a part of transactions. The actual volume of the transaction is determined by the ratio \( n_{\text{act}} = n R_{\text{th}} \) and the actual volume of the transaction informational block after its noise-immune coding is set by the product \( n = k q_{\text{red}} \) wherein \( q_{\text{red}} \) is the factor of noise-immune code redundancy.

As a matter of fact, rational solution of the non-linear multi-parameter task should be found, and an option of the noise-immune coding should be
selected, which will, if possible, maximize the volume \( k \) in case of observance of the criterion correlation. For example, the \((24; 12; 7)\)-expanded Golay code provides detection and correction by 3 errors in an informational block consisting of 12 bits with the redundancy factor \( q_{\text{red}} = 2 \). However, in case of this code redundancy factor for noise-immune transfer of 1040 transaction bits with authenticity 0.99 the actual transfer of 87 blocks will be required with the total volume of 2080 bits with authenticity of transfer of every block not below 0.9999. Construction of a more preferable cyclic \((63; 45; 7)\)-code is possible which also provides detection and correction up to 3 errors, but the informational block of such a code consists of 45 bits with the redundancy factor \( q_{\text{red}} = 1.4 \). In this case for the noise-immune transfer of 1040 transaction bits with authenticity 0.99 the actual transfer of 24 blocks will be required with the total volume of 1512 bits with authentic transfer of every block not below 0.9996.

Construction of transactions transfer and reception tracts in the mechatronic system on the basis of radio channels is the most complicated technical solution. Radio channels have rather high speeds of errors with the values \( P_{\text{err}} = 0.0100–0.0005 \), whereas wired and fiber-optic channels have speeds of errors \( P_{\text{err}} = 0.000100–0.000001 \) and even lower values. Radio channels of the ultra short wave range in the permitted frequency bands (146–174 and 380–470 MHz) provide the nominal speed of digital information with the use of the quadrature QPSK-modulation on the level of 9600 bits/s [6, 9, 10]. The estimated time of transfer of transactions constituting 0.2166 and 0.1575 s, respectively, for the considered coding options essentially determines signal delay and system lag.

Practical construction of mechatronic system with the unified structure and distributed information procession is mostly related to establishment of software for the control center processors, the intellectual sensor module on the basis of the methods and regularities of the automatic control. Design of intellectual mechatronic systems also requires rational construction of the systematic interface which essentially influences probabilistic and time properties of the established units.

**CONCLUSIONS**

When intellectual mechatronic systems are formed, a basic set of certain structural and functional requirements is formed, which specify main aspects of construction of these systems. Their designing as the single whole on the principles of digitizing and the distributed data procession is a rather productive approach to establishment of intellectual mechatronic systems. Solution of a functionally full set of logically completed tasks is imposed to software and hardware tracts of the mechatronic system based on the aforesaid principles. This work shows preliminary distribution of functions by the system resources – between the intellectual sensor unit, the control center and the intellectual executive mechanism. One of the most important features includes informational compatibility of system components which is achieve owing to the use of unified transactions. The noise immune data coding expands the useful informational transaction volume to some actual volume. It has been shown that construction of transactions transfer and reception tracts in the mechatronic system on the basis of radio channels is the most complicated technical solution.
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Существующие методы проведения автотехнической экспертизы предполагают выбор некоторых параметров на основе интуиции и опыта эксперта. Также при определении замедления не учитываются особенности технического состояния автомобилей и загрузки, состояния поверхности дорожного покрытия, а также динамическое отображение реконструированного механизма ДТП в аксонометрической проекции, создание видеороликов с расположением камеры в произвольной точке пространства: на дороге, обочине, движущемся транспортном средстве, водителем месте в транспортном средстве.

Выполнены анализ возможностей программ моделирования дорожно-транспортных происшествий, статистический анализ значимости отличий между результатами моделирования при помощи различных программ. Приведены исходные данные и результаты расчета скорости движения транспортного средства по длине тормозного пути, полученные с помощью программ экспресс-анализа ДТП (классический подход) и PC-Crash (учитываются дополнительные влияющие факторы). В ходе исследования результатов моделирования применяемого программного обеспечения выявлен ряд недостатков, подлежащих доработке в анализируемых программах. На основании проведенного анализа использования программ моделирования ДТП предложено к практической работе привлекать ответственные и контролирующие органы (ГАИ, экспертные учреждения, страховые компании) для повышения объективности результатов заключений.

Ключевые слова: дорожно-транспортные происшествия, экспертный анализ, компьютерная программа моделирования.
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